Abstract: Freight transport policies have been developed to reduce air pollution in China. This paper aims to evaluate the impact of a freight modal shift on PM 2.5 concentrations using the panel data of 30 provinces in China over the period 1999-2016. The direct and spillover effects of a freight modal shift on PM 2.5 concentrations in China, as well as the effects of other socioeconomic factors, were estimated by employing spatial dynamic panel data models. In particular, the channel through which the freight modal shift might be beneficial in reducing PM 2.5 concentrations was examined. The results show that PM 2.5 concentrations in China do not only decrease with a modal shift of freight from road to rail in a province, but also and to a larger extent with that in neighboring provinces. However, there exist heterogeneous effects across different regions of China. The interaction between a freight modal shift and energy efficiency may lead to a decrease in the PM 2.5 concentrations, but only in the central and western regions. These findings provide suggestions for government policies directed to sustainable development.
Introduction
Air pollution, especially fine particulate air pollution, has become one of the major environmental issues in China. The extremely severe haze events that occurred in the first quarter of 2013 affected about 13.5% of the land area and 800 million people in China [1] . The particulate matter pollution threatens air quality, climates and human health. Fine particulate matter, which can easily enter the lungs and even the blood, is responsible for adverse health effects, including an increased risk of premature mortality and higher rate of adverse respiratory health indicators [2] . The adverse effect of particulate matter pollution causes substantial economic losses. It is estimated that without a pollution control policy, the particulate matter pollution in China will lead to a 2% GDP loss and 25.2 billion USD in health expenditure in 2030 [3] . A number of plans and policies have been implemented to deal with the air pollution. China's State Council released the "Air Pollution Prevention and Control Action Plan" in September 2013, which set several milestones for reducing PM 2.5 concentrations in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, Yangtze River Delta region, and Pearl River Delta region.
The transportation industry has experienced rapid growth in recent years and has contributed to industrialization and urbanization in China. According to China's National Bureau of Statistics (NBS), the freight transport volume in China increased from 4.4 trillion ton-kilometers (tkm) in 2000 to 19.6 trillion tkm in 2017, with an annual growth rate of 9.2%. However, as shown in Figure 1 , there were significant changes in the shares of the five freight transport modes in China (i.e., road, railway, waterway, aviation, and pipeline). In 1985, the shares in road, railway, waterway, aviation and pipeline were 14.6%, 62.34%, 18.41%, 0.03% and 4.63%, respectively. In 2017, these shares became 47.3%, For sustainable economic development in China, it is necessary to develop an environmentally friendly transport system. Particulate pollutant mitigation, especially in the transportation industry, is becoming the most important agenda in China. However, a prerequisite for effective mitigation strategies is the identification of the factors contributing to particulate matter pollution. Many existing studies have focused on the identification of the chemical composition and characteristics of PM2.5 [1, 5, 6] . A growing number of studies investigated the relationship between socioeconomic factors and environmental pollution [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Industrialization, urbanization, energy consumption and vehicle population are identified as major socioeconomic factors contributing to China's particulate matter pollution [12] [13] [14] . Decomposition analysis, including index decomposition analysis (IDA) [15] and structural decomposition analysis (SDA) [16] , were employed to identify the socioeconomic factors driving particulate pollution. Guan et al. [17] measured the magnitudes of different socioeconomic factors in driving the primary PM2.5 emission in China between 1997-2010 using a structural decomposition analysis. PM2.5 concentrations in one unit exhibit a positive relationship with PM2.5 concentrations in its neighboring units [18] . Therefore, spatial correlations in the particulate matter pollution of geographically nearby units should be considered to avoid biased and inconsistent estimations. Spatial econometric models considering the spatial interactions among geographical units were used to analyze the impacts of socioeconomic factors on air pollutant emissions [19] [20] [21] . Fang et al. [22] quantitatively estimated the impacts and spatial variations of urbanization on China's air quality by employing the spatial lag model (SLM) and the geographically weighted regression. The spatial lag model and spatial error model (SEM) were utilized by Hao and Liu [23] to investigate the impacts of socioeconomic development indicators, such as GDP per capita, industry and transport, on PM2.5 concentrations in China. For sustainable economic development in China, it is necessary to develop an environmentally friendly transport system. Particulate pollutant mitigation, especially in the transportation industry, is becoming the most important agenda in China. However, a prerequisite for effective mitigation strategies is the identification of the factors contributing to particulate matter pollution. Many existing studies have focused on the identification of the chemical composition and characteristics of PM 2.5 [1, 5, 6] . A growing number of studies investigated the relationship between socioeconomic factors and environmental pollution [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Industrialization, urbanization, energy consumption and vehicle population are identified as major socioeconomic factors contributing to China's particulate matter pollution [12] [13] [14] . Decomposition analysis, including index decomposition analysis (IDA) [15] and structural decomposition analysis (SDA) [16] , were employed to identify the socioeconomic factors driving particulate pollution. Guan et al. [17] measured the magnitudes of different socioeconomic factors in driving the primary PM 2.5 emission in China between 1997-2010 using a structural decomposition analysis. PM 2.5 concentrations in one unit exhibit a positive relationship with PM 2.5 concentrations in its neighboring units [18] . Therefore, spatial correlations in the particulate matter pollution of geographically nearby units should be considered to avoid biased and inconsistent estimations. Spatial econometric models considering the spatial interactions among geographical units were used to analyze the impacts of socioeconomic factors on air pollutant emissions [19] [20] [21] . Fang et al. [22] quantitatively estimated the impacts and spatial variations of urbanization on China's air quality by employing the spatial lag model (SLM) and the geographically weighted regression. The spatial lag model and spatial error model (SEM) were utilized by Hao and Liu [23] to investigate the impacts of socioeconomic development indicators, such as GDP per capita, industry and transport, on PM 2.5 concentrations in China.
The modal shift of freight transport to rail provides a logical solution for air pollution, originating from long-distance freight transport [4] . Previous studies have estimated the economic and environmental costs of different freight transport modes [24, 25] , although the spatial impacts of a freight modal shift on air pollution, especially on particulate matter pollution, have been paid less attention. Since 2017, China has intensified the efforts to increase the share of rail freight transport, as part of the strategy to reduce particulate matter pollution. "Transportation Structure Adjustments Three Years Action Plan" was proposed in 2018 to promote a road-to-rail freight modal shift and reduce air pollution. In the action plan, China expects to cut its emission of fine particulate matter by 55,000 tons through transportation structure adjustments over three years. More specifically, from 2018 to 2020 China aims to increase its rail freight volume and waterway freight volume by 1.1 billion tons and 500 million tons, respectively, and to reduce the road freight volume linked to coastal ports by 440 million tons. However, the effectiveness of a road-to-rail freight modal shift remains unknown. This paper aims to empirically investigate the spatial effects of socioeconomic factors, in particular a freight modal shift, on particulate matter pollution, and to provide suggestions for freight transport policies. The spatial dependence and heterogeneity of PM 2.5 concentrations in China were examined by employing spatial dynamic panel data models. More specifically, we estimated the direct and spillover effects of a road-to-rail freight modal shift on PM 2.5 concentrations in China and examined whether the shift of freight might interact with energy efficiency and thus affect particulate matter pollution. The heterogeneity in the interaction effects between a modal shift of freight transport and energy efficiency across different regions of China was examined as well.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the variables and data used in our study; Section 3 presents the spatial dynamic panel data model employed in the empirical analysis; Section 4 discusses the results of the spatial econometric analysis and robustness checks; Section 5 provides some concluding remarks.
Variables and Data
For the indicator of particulate matter air pollution, the log of the annual average concentration of PM 2.5 (LPM) was used. PM 2.5 data were extracted from the global PM 2.5 grids (1998-2016) using the ArcGIS. The PM 2. Three categories of socioeconomic factors were considered: Transportation, economic development and energy consumption [1, 13, 23] . The transportation factors include a freight modal shift and road congestion. The road freight transport of vehicles, in particular diesel freight trucks, accounts for a large portion of PM 2.5 concentrations. Rail freight pollutes the air as well, but its contribution is much lower [24] . The ratio of rail freight volume to road freight volume (RFV) was used as an explanatory variable to evaluate the environmental benefits of a road-to-rail freight modal shift [27] . Road congestion was also considered. In 2017, the number of vehicles registered in China reached 310 million, with an annual growth of 5.1%, and private cars accounted for two-thirds of the vehicle population. The rapid growth of the vehicle population had brought about serious pollution problems. Previous studies showed that nitrogen oxides, organic hydrocarbons, black carbon, and many other pollutants generated from vehicular gas were the main components of urban PM 2.5 [28, 29] . Since low speed driving and transient driving modes are more polluting than steady-speed driving [30] , PM 2.5 concentrations near busy roads could be 30% higher [31] . Therefore, as another explanatory factor of transportation, road congestion, measured by the number of private cars per kilometer of road (NC), was used. The economic factors considered in this study are economic growth and trade openness. The Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) hypothesis provides a theoretical basis for the relationship between GDP per capita and the environment [32] . According to the theory, the positive relationship between economic growth and environment pollution is reversed when a peak level of emissions is reached. However, empirical studies showed that the shape of the EKC curve depended on the type of pollutants [33] . In our study, the log of real GDP per capita (LGDP) was used to account for the influence of economic development on PM2.5 concentrations. Meanwhile, previous studies showed that trade openness contributed substantially to air pollution [34, 35] . Guan et al. [17] demonstrated that export was responsible for 10% of China's primary PM2.5 emissions. However, the influence of trade on air pollution is obscure in theory. The Pollution Haven Hypothesis (PHH) provides a theoretical explanation for the positive relationship between trade openness and air pollution. In Grossman and Krueger [36] , however, the relationship between trade openness and environment was more complicated. According to the techniques effect, one of the three independent effects proposed in their study, liberalized trade might bring about environmentally beneficial production techniques and reduce air pollution. In our study, trade openness was measured as the share of trade (exports plus imports) in GDP (STG). To test the robustness of our analysis, we employed urbanization and industrialization as two additional variables. The former was measured by the share of urban population (SUP), while the latter was measured by the share of secondary industry in GDP (SSG).
Energy consumption, especially fossil fuel consumption, is a major source of fine particulate matter in China [6, 37, 38] . As main energy sources leading to particulate matter pollution, coal combustion and transport fuels contributed to 25% and 4% of the total primary PM2.5 emissions in China in 2010, respectively [17] . Implementing energy efficiency measures in the industrial production process, especially in the iron and steel industry, would reduce greenhouse gas emissions and air pollutants in China [39] . Improving energy efficiency offers an excellent opportunity to mitigate transport air pollutants as well. Using alternative transport fuels for vehicles, especially for diesel freight trucks, would increase energy efficiency and improve air quality. Moreover, it is The economic factors considered in this study are economic growth and trade openness. The Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) hypothesis provides a theoretical basis for the relationship between GDP per capita and the environment [32] . According to the theory, the positive relationship between economic growth and environment pollution is reversed when a peak level of emissions is reached. However, empirical studies showed that the shape of the EKC curve depended on the type of pollutants [33] . In our study, the log of real GDP per capita (LGDP) was used to account for the influence of economic development on PM 2.5 concentrations. Meanwhile, previous studies showed that trade openness contributed substantially to air pollution [34, 35] . Guan et al. [17] demonstrated that export was responsible for 10% of China's primary PM 2.5 emissions. However, the influence of trade on air pollution is obscure in theory. The Pollution Haven Hypothesis (PHH) provides a theoretical explanation for the positive relationship between trade openness and air pollution. In Grossman and Krueger [36] , however, the relationship between trade openness and environment was more complicated. According to the techniques effect, one of the three independent effects proposed in their study, liberalized trade might bring about environmentally beneficial production techniques and reduce air pollution. In our study, trade openness was measured as the share of trade (exports plus imports) in GDP (STG). To test the robustness of our analysis, we employed urbanization and industrialization as two additional variables. The former was measured by the share of urban population (SUP), while the latter was measured by the share of secondary industry in GDP (SSG).
Energy consumption, especially fossil fuel consumption, is a major source of fine particulate matter in China [6, 37, 38] . As main energy sources leading to particulate matter pollution, coal combustion and transport fuels contributed to 25% and 4% of the total primary PM 2.5 emissions in China in 2010, respectively [17] . Implementing energy efficiency measures in the industrial production process, especially in the iron and steel industry, would reduce greenhouse gas emissions and air pollutants in China [39] . Improving energy efficiency offers an excellent opportunity to mitigate transport air pollutants as well. Using alternative transport fuels for vehicles, especially for diesel freight trucks, would increase energy efficiency and improve air quality. Moreover, it is possible to improve the energy efficiency of freight transport by shifting from less efficient road freight to more efficient rail freight [40] . In this study, energy efficiency, measured as the ratio of real GDP to energy consumption (RGE), was used.
To examine the heterogeneous impacts of the freight modal shift on PM 2.5 concentrations across China's four economic zones, the panel data used in this study were divided into four subsamples. The four economic zones are the Bohai Rim region (BR), the Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River Delta region (YRD-PRD), the Central Plain region (CP) and the Western region (W). The adjacent neighbors of a province may not be in the subsample, but the spillover effects of their PM 2.5 emissions on the sampled provinces still exist. To deal with this issue, we controlled for the (log of the) average of the non-sampled adjacent neighbors' PM 2.5 concentrations (LPMN). The sample consisted of 30 mainland provinces (excluding Tibet) and ran over the period 1999-2016, during which we gathered raw data on the explanatory variables from the China Statistical Yearbook and provincial statistical yearbooks. Descriptive statistics for the full sample and the four subsamples were calculated. The means and standard deviations of our major variables are presented in Table 1 . 
Methodology

Moran's I
As a step preceding a more advanced quantitative analysis, the detection of spatial autocorrelation is necessary. Global and local Moran's I indices [41] were used to investigate the spatial autocorrelation of PM 2.5 concentrations. The Global Moran's I is
where y i and y j are the values of the observed variable at provinces i and j; w ij is the element in the spatial weight matrix; and S is the sum of all the elements of the weight matrix. A positive spatial autocorrelation is represented by a value of the Global Moran's I statistics that is greater than zero and, inversely, a negative autocorrelation corresponds to a value less than zero. The local version of Moran's I was utilized to detect the local patterns of spatial autocorrelation. The Local Moran's I is
where y i is the value of the observed variable at province i; y j is the value of the observed variable at all the other provinces; σ 2 is the variance of the variable y; and w ij is the element in the spatial weight matrix. Spatial clusters and outliers of PM 2.5 concentrations are identified by significant positive local Moran's I and negative local Moran's I, respectively.
Spatial Dynamic Panel Model
The concentration of PM 2.5 in a province will be determined by the PM 2.5 concentrations in neighboring provinces, and probably other variables in these provinces. Spatial econometric models deal with these co-determinants in the PM 2.5 concentrations, the explanatory variables and/or the error term from neighboring provinces [42] . This study employed the dynamic spatial Durbin models (SDM), including the temporal and space-time lags of the dependent variable. The dynamic spatial Durbin model is as follows:
where Y t is a N × 1 vector of the dependent, that is, the log of the PM 2.5 concentrations for every province in the sample during time period t (t = 1, . . . , T); X t denotes the N × K matrix of the explanatory variables that will be spatially lagged; β is the associated vector of coefficients; Z t denotes the N × M matrix of the explanatory variables that will not be spatially lagged; γ is the associated vector of coefficients; W is a N × N spatial weight matrix; and WY t and WX t denote the endogenous spatial lag and the exogenous spatial lags, respectively. The strength of these spatial lags are measured by the scalar ρ and the vector θ. Y t−1 is the temporal lag of the dependent variable and WY t−1 is the one-period lag in the spatially lagged dependent variable. The scalars τ and η measure the strength of internal and external habit persistence. Furthermore, µ is a vector of spatial specific effects, ξ t (t = 1, . . . , T) denotes time-period specific effect, and u t is a vector of error terms. Two different spatial weight matrices were constructed. The first one is a binary contiguity matrix (W bin ), where the elements of the matrix would be 1, in the case of two provinces in contact, or otherwise 0. The other one is an inverse-distance weight matrix (W dis ), where the elements of the matrix would be the inverse of the distance of two provinces. Both types of matrices were row normalized. Model specifications were statistically tested by the (robust) Lagrange Multiplier (LM) tests and the likelihood ratio (LR) tests. Departing from the above dynamic spatial Durbin model, the long-term impacts on the dependent variable, if the kth explanatory variable changes, are given by the N × N matrix:
The direct effect of a change to the kth explanatory variable is defined as the average diagonal element of the matrix and the indirect effect (or spillover effect) is the average row or column sum of the off-diagonal elements [43] . Furthermore, by setting τ = η = 0, we can get the short-term direct and indirect effects.
Results
The purpose of our paper is to examine the spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity of PM 2.5 concentrations in China. In particular, we estimated the spatial effects of a freight modal shift and investigated the channel through which a road-to-rail freight modal shift may be beneficial for the environment. More specifically, we examined whether the freight modal shift might interact with energy efficiency and thus affect PM 2.5 concentrations.
Spatial Autocorrelation of PM 2.5 Concentrations
The bivariate Moran scatterplots of the PM 2.5 concentrations in China are displayed in Figure 3 . Figure 4) . High-high clusters are located in the Bohai Rim region, the Yangtze River Delta region, and parts of the Central Plain region. Low-low clusters are located in the western part of China. The scatterplots and cluster maps confirm the existence of spatial autocorrelation. Therefore, spatial econometric models, considering spatial lags, should be employed.
Results
The purpose of our paper is to examine the spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity of PM2.5 concentrations in China. In particular, we estimated the spatial effects of a freight modal shift and investigated the channel through which a road-to-rail freight modal shift may be beneficial for the environment. More specifically, we examined whether the freight modal shift might interact with energy efficiency and thus affect PM2.5 concentrations.
Spatial Autocorrelation of PM2.5 Concentrations
The bivariate Moran scatterplots of the PM2.5 concentrations in China are displayed in Figure 3 . 
Main Results of Spatial Econometric Analysis
Correct specification is crucial, since each spatial specification produces rather different interpretations. Diagnostic tests were used to select the preferred specification. The spatial dependences, in the form of a spatially lagged dependent variable or spatial error autocorrelation, were diagnosed by Lagrange multiplier tests [44] . Meanwhile, spatial and/or time specific effects were considered in different specifications. As shown in Table 2 , the results obtained for the two weight matrices show strong spatial dependence, regardless of whether spatial and/or time specific effects are involved. Almost all of the (robust) Lagrange Multiplier tests for spatial lag and error dependence reject the null hypothesis of no spatial dependence, which points to the spatial Durbin model as the favorite specification [43] . 
Correct specification is crucial, since each spatial specification produces rather different interpretations. Diagnostic tests were used to select the preferred specification. The spatial dependences, in the form of a spatially lagged dependent variable or spatial error autocorrelation, were diagnosed by Lagrange multiplier tests [44] . Meanwhile, spatial and/or time specific effects were considered in different specifications. As shown in Table 2 , the results obtained for the two weight matrices show strong spatial dependence, regardless of whether spatial and/or time specific effects are involved. Almost all of the (robust) Lagrange Multiplier tests for spatial lag and error dependence reject the null hypothesis of no spatial dependence, which points to the spatial Durbin model as the favorite specification [43] . Note: p-values are given in brackets. *** significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%.
The testing procedure in Yesilyurt and Elhorst [42] was used to identify the weight matrix that best fits the data. The binary contiguity matrix was identified as the most likely spatial weight matrix in our study. Since the dynamic spatial Durbin model produces the global spillover effects of PM 2.5 concentrations, it is more likely to occur in combination with a sparse weight matrix with only a limited number of non-zero elements. Our analysis concentrates on the estimation results of the dynamic spatial Durbin model in combination with the binary contiguity matrix. The inverse-distance weight matrix was used to check the robustness of our estimation results.
The estimation results of the dynamic SDM in combination with the binary contiguity weight matrix are reported in Table 3 . The estimates of the coefficients are given in columns 2 and 4. Estimates of the direct effects and spillover effects, as well as the total effects, are given in columns 5-10. The coefficient of the endogenous spatial lag is 0.614 and is significant at the 1% level. There exist strong global spillover effects-that is, the PM 2.5 concentration in a province is positively affected by the PM 2.5 concentrations in other provinces, even if they are not neighbors. This can be explained by the long-range transmission of particulate matter. The estimates of coefficients show significant internal habit persistence. The PM 2.5 concentration depends on its value in the previous year; the coefficient τ accounts for 0.364 and is highly significant. There is strong evidence of external habit persistence as well; the coefficient of the PM 2.5 in neighboring provinces in the previous year takes a value of −0.266 and is also significant at the 1% level. To investigate whether the dynamic SDM could be replaced by a simpler model (dynamic SLM, dynamic SEM or static SDM), likelihood ratio tests were performed. The results indicate that the null hypothesis of a dynamic SLM (LR = 15.47, with 5 degrees of freedom [df], p = 0.009) or a dynamic SEM (LR = 18.76, 5 df, p = 0.002) is rejected. The hypothesis that the coefficients of internal and external habit persistence are jointly insignificant is rejected as well (LR = 79.97, 2 df, p = 0.000). Note: Standard errors are given in parentheses. *** significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%.
The direct effects of the freight transport variable are negative and significant both in the short term and long term, implying that PM 2.5 concentrations decrease with the modal shift of freight from road to rail. The direct effects of the log of real GDP per capita are negative and significant as well. PM 2.5 concentrations decrease with economic growth in a province. When a quadratic term of the log of real GDP per capita was added to the model, the coefficient of the quadratic term was insignificant. It indicates that there is no evidence of a nonlinear relationship between PM 2.5 concentrations and economic growth. The results of this specification are not given, since the coefficients of other variables remain almost unchanged. The spillover effects of the freight transport variable and the GDP per capita is negative and significant at the 1% level in the short term, but their magnitudes are larger than the direct effects. The spillover effects of the two explanatory variables exhibit similar significance levels in the long term. The PM 2.5 concentrations do not only decrease with the road-to-rail freight modal shift and the level of GDP in a province, but also and to a larger extent with those in neighboring provinces. The directions of the effects of other explanatory variables are in line with our expectation. The short-term and long-term spillover effects of road congestion are positive and weakly significant (p < 0.15), implying that road congestion in a province contributes to other provinces' PM 2.5 concentrations. As another contributing factor, energy efficiency has negative and weakly significant spillover impacts (p < 0.15). The direct and spillover effects of trade openness are negative but insignificant.
The specification, shown in column 2 of Table 4 , replaces the freight transport variable by the product between the modal shift of freight transport and energy efficiency. The coefficient of the interaction term is negative (−0.010) and significant at the 5% level. The coefficient of the spatially lagged interaction term takes a negative value of −0.005 but is insignificant. This specification yields negative and significant coefficients for the spatially lagged energy efficiency and (log of) real GDP per capita. The significance of the interaction term may be the result of the omission of other relevant factors, in particular, the freight transport variable by itself. Therefore, it is necessary to include the freight modal shift and energy efficiency individually alongside their product. The results of this specification, given in column 3 of Table 4 , show that the coefficient on the modal shift of freight transport is positive but insignificant, while the coefficient on the interaction term is negative and significant. The results indicate that the interaction between a road-to-rail freight modal shift and energy efficiency leads to a decrease of PM 2.5 concentrations in a province. The coefficient of the spatially lagged modal shift of freight transport is negative and highly significant at the 1% level. However, the coefficient of the spatially lagged interaction term is positive and insignificant. Note: Standard errors are given in parentheses. *** significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%.
To investigate whether the spillover effects of the interaction term were influenced by the heterogeneity in the exogenous spatial dependence across different regions of China, the panel data used in this study were divided into four subsamples (i.e., the BR region, the YRD-PRD region, the CP region and the W region). The dynamic spatial Durbin models, incorporating the temporal and space-time lags of the dependent variable, were employed for the subsamples. The estimation results are reported in columns 4-7 of Table 4 . As shown in columns 4 and 5, significant changes occur in the BR and the YRD-PRD subsamples. The coefficients of the interaction term are positive and significant. In the YRD-PRD subsample, the coefficient of the spatially lagged interaction term is positive and significant as well. The results indicate that the interaction between a road-to-rail freight modal shift and energy efficiency may lead to an increase in the PM 2.5 concentrations in the BR and YRD-PRD regions. The descriptive statistics, given in Table 1 , offer clues to these findings. Due to the lower energy intensities in these two regions, especially the YRD-PRD region, a road-to-rail freight modal shift cannot reduce energy consumption anymore. The estimation results for the CP and the W subsamples are given in columns 6 and 7. The coefficients of the spatially lagged interaction term in these two subsamples are negative and highly significant. Moreover, the results for the W subsample indicate a negative and significant coefficient of the interaction term. The interaction between a freight modal shift and energy efficiency leads to a decrease in the PM 2.5 concentrations in these two regions, especially in the W region. The coefficients of the spatially lagged (log of) real GDP per capita are negative and significant in three of the subsamples, indicating that PM 2.5 concentrations decrease with the economic growth of other provinces in the region. The coefficients of the log of real GDP per capita are negative and significant in the YRD-PRD and W subsamples, but are positive and significant in the BR and CP subsamples. The heterogeneous effects of economic growth across different regions may be the reason for the insignificant coefficient in the full sample.
Robustness Checks
We report and discuss the results of three robustness checks. The first check replaced the spatial weight matrix by the inverse-distance matrix and re-estimated the dynamic SDM, where an interaction term between a freight modal shift and energy efficiency was included. Estimations for the full sample are given in column 2 of Table 5 . The coefficients of the interaction term and the spatially lagged interaction term are insignificant.
To further check the robustness of the heterogeneous impacts of the freight modal shift, we re-estimated the dynamic SDM for the four subsamples using the inverse-distance matrix. The results were summarized in columns 3-6 of Table 5 . As expected, the coefficients of the interaction term, as well as the coefficients of the spatially lagged interaction term, are negative and significant in the CP and W subsamples. In these two regions, shifting from road to rail freight transport interacts with energy efficiency to reduce PM 2.5 concentrations. However, in the BR and YRD-PRD regions, there is no evidence that through the energy channel the modal shift of freight from road to rail may be beneficial for the environment [45] . In our second robustness check, we divided the full sample into two subsamples characterized by the average value of energy efficiency and re-estimated the dynamic SDM using the binary contiguity matrix. The estimation results for the lower energy efficiency (LE) subsample, which includes provinces with an average energy efficiency lower than 0.844, are shown in column 7 of Table 5 . The coefficient of the interaction term is −0.110 and significant, and the coefficient of the spatially lagged interaction term is negative (−0.163) and significant as well. The estimation results for the higher energy efficiency (HE) subsample, which includes provinces with an average energy efficiency greater than 0.844, are shown in the last column of Table 5 . The coefficients of the interaction term are positive and insignificant. The heterogeneity in the exogenous spatial dependence is confirmed by the finding that provinces with higher energy intensities gain more environmental benefits from the interaction between a freight modal shift and energy efficiency. Note: Standard errors are given in parentheses. *** significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%.
Finally, we tested whether the results for the four subsamples were robust in changing the set of explanatory variables. Urbanization or industrialization was incorporated into the dynamic SDM. The results of these two specifications for the four subsamples are summarized in Table 6 . The coefficient estimates of other explanatory variables, and especially those of the interaction term, change only slightly. Again, the results confirm the spatial heterogeneity in the interaction effects between the modal shift of freight transport and energy efficiency. Note: Standard errors are given in parentheses. *** significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%.
Conclusions
In this study, we have sought to gain a better understanding of the spatial dependence and heterogeneity of PM 2.5 concentrations. The impacts of a road-to-rail freight modal shift on PM 2.5 concentrations were estimated by employing the dynamic spatial Durbin model. The spillover effects of the freight modal shift, as well as the direct effects, exist both in the short and long term. PM 2.5 concentrations do not only decrease with a modal shift of freight from road to rail in a province, but also and to a larger extent with that in neighboring provinces. The estimates of coefficients show significant internal and external habit persistence, as well as endogenous spatial dependence. To investigate the channel through which the modal shift of freight transport might be beneficial for the environment, we enriched the specification by including the interaction term between freight modal shift and energy efficiency. However, results show that there is heterogeneity in the exogenous spatial dependence across different regions of China. The modal shift of freight from road to rail interacts with energy efficiency to reduce the PM 2.5 concentrations, but only in the central and western regions. The heterogeneity in the interaction effects between a freight modal shift and energy efficiency could be explained by the different energy intensities in these regions. The findings are confirmed by three robustness checks. Economic growth has significant impacts on PM 2.5 concentrations as well. Generally, PM 2.5 concentrations decrease with the real GDP per capita in neighboring provinces, although the direct effects of real GDP per capita are different across China's four economic zones. However, EKC does not exist since there is no evidence for the nonlinear relationship between PM 2.5 concentrations and economic growth. Further studies are needed to explore the heterogeneous effects of economic growth on PM 2.5 concentrations.
From the perspective of government policies directed toward sustainable development, the results suggest important determinants to focus on. Specifically, the government must act on the modal shift of freight transport, which might generate both direct and spatial spillover effects on PM 2.5 concentrations. It is essential because the environmental benefits of a freight modal shift are partly transferred to neighboring provinces. In the central and western regions of China, provinces that hope to reduce PM 2.5 concentrations should shift freight transport from road to rail and increase the energy efficiency in the transportation industry. In addition, the improved technology and modal shifting measures must make absolute reductions in the total energy consumption, rather than merely improve the energy efficiency of the transport sector. Meanwhile, the transportation energy use of various commodities should be considered when shifting freight transport modes. The highest priority should be given to the freight modal shift of long-distance heavy items. Additional polices aimed at reducing road congestion or promoting trade openness and economic growth are needed as well.
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